1 Jump-start your research with the <GO> Bar that allows you to use keywords or citations to search.

2 Manage your workflow with features such as Workspaces, Research Trail, Downloads and Saved Searches & Alerts.

3 Quickly access content and tools organized in menus that make it easy to find what you need, from case law, statutes and secondary legal content, to news and company information.

4 Dive into your research with links to search or browse through resources such as case law, dockets and news.

5 Register for trainings and view upcoming table days and events at your school.

6 Jump to a set of resources selected and organized for students like you.

7 Use Queue to package documents to print, download, email or add to a Workspace.

8 Access the latest items from your Research Trail, view your recent Alerts and see what activity has occurred in your Workspaces—such as when someone with whom you share a Workspace has added new content.

9 Get advice for succeeding as a summer associate, provided by practicing attorneys and professors.

10 Understand and learn how to draft transaction documents.

11 Go to Casebriefs to review case briefs, class outlines and more.

12 Become an expert on Bloomberg Law with our certification program.

13 Visit SCOTUSblog to learn about the latest developments from the Supreme Court of the United States.

14 See law school news headlines, Bloomberg Law’s Twitter feed and recent articles from The United States Law Week®.
QUICK REFERENCE CARD FOR LAW STUDENTS

FIND A CASE ON BLOOMBERG LAW®

The <GO> Bar

- Have a citation? Enter it and then click Citation Search.
- Have a case name? Enter the parties separated by and, then select Court Opinions by Case Name.
- Want to view a frequently cited case? Start typing the case name or citation, and cases related to what you enter will appear under Most Cited Court Opinions.
- Only have terms? Type in keywords with search operators (such as or and and) and click All Legal Content (or Enter on your keyboard), then filter by Court Opinions.

Search & Browse

- Choose Court Opinions under Specialized Searches, then use fields such as Docket Number, Case Name, Party Name, Court and Judge for targeted results.
- Enter keywords and search operators to search any combination of legal sources under the All Legal Content Search.

CHECK YOUR CASE WITH BCITE™

- Is your case still good law? Click on the BCite tab at the top of a case or on any of the BCite Analysis links to review the treatment of your case by other courts, with features including Direct History, Citation Analysis Summaries, strength of authority indicators and case extracts.
- Need additional relevant cases? Select the Ecosearch tab, enter keywords with search operators and choose to search the cases your case cited, the cases that cite it, or both.
- Want updates? Set a Citation Alert so you are emailed when your case is cited in subsequent opinions.

RESEARCH STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

- Want to search specifically for legislation or regulations? Access the Legislative Search or Regulatory Search through the Legislative & Regulatory (or Search & Browse) menu.
- Have the name of a federal act? Type it into the <GO> Bar and choose a Popular Names Table Lookup entry.
- Need the latest? Use the Legislative Resources or Regulatory Resources page to find out about important topics, access relevant news and more.

LEARN FROM TRUSTED SECONDARY SOURCES & NEWS

- Need more to get started? Secondary legal sources help you learn an area of law that is unfamiliar to you. Find secondary sources throughout the platform, including under the Legal Analysis & News menu; in the <GO> Bar, by typing in keywords, hitting Enter on your keyboard and narrowing your results by content type; and in Practice Centers. Among the sources are over 120 Bloomberg BNA Law Reports on a wide variety of topics.
- Want the rest of the picture? Stay current with thousands of news sources, especially when you set an alert. Use the News Search (under the Legal Analysis & News and Search & Browse menus) with fields such as Companies, People, Topics, Regions, Industries and Sources.

GET UP TO SPEED ON TRANSACTIONAL LAW

- Have an agreement to draft? Use the Transactional Resources page to find document descriptions and drafting guides.
- Want example language? Use the DealMaker Document Search and DealMaker Clause Search to find it.
- Need more background on a company? Use the EDGAR Search to find relevant SEC filings. Plus, access Company Profiles through the Suggested Companies part of the <GO> Bar. Then, run a Quick Report or a Custom Report of a company through the applicable link on its profile.

PREPARE FOR LITIGATION WITH DOCKETS

- Unsure of where to start drafting a complaint or other document? Quickly run searches for relevant materials using the Docket Search with fields including Courts, Keywords, Docket Number and Role.
- Curious about the latest cases? Breaking Complaints gives you fast access to key complaints in various jurisdictions.
- Want to be among the first to know what happens next? Explore docket updating, alerting and tracking.

ANNOTATE, KEEP AND SHARE RESEARCH

- Want to print, download or email your research? You can quickly print any document by clicking Quick Print, or add other options by choosing Print/Download or Email.
- Want to package documents together? Add documents to your Queue to print, download, email or add them to a Workspace as a group. Queue also acts as a storage space so you can add documents now and decide whether they are important later.
- Want to annotate your research? Add your own notes to materials, including opinions, statutes and news stories, with Notepad in the right sidebar.
- Want to go back? Access the last six months of your research through Research Trail in the black banner atop each page.
- Have a study group? Organize your research in Workspaces that can be shared with other students and professors at your law school. You also can upload your outlines and other files.
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